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The productivity dividend

GDP = labour productivity * hours worked
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hours worked (decrease)

→ produce the same output with fewer working hours

→ reduce the working hours and keep GDP constant



The productivity dividend

GDP = labour productivity * hours worked

Option 2: GDP growth (increase) = labour productivity (increase) * 

hours worked (constant)

→ produce the same output with fewer working hours

→ keep the working hours constant and produce more



Working hours





Trapped on an endless treadmill
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Adverse side effects on... 

● livelihoods and inequality 

● working conditions and job quality

● the environment

● leisure time and wellbeing

● meaningful jobs
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Decoupling work from...

● … livelihoods →                                                                                   

Universal Basic Income

● … the 40 hour work week →  

Working time reduction

● ... standard forms of ownership →   

Democracy at work

● … environmental degradation →

Job guarantee



Conclusion
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